Introduction {#Sec1}
============

We propose a methodology for the modelling and analysis of (part of) OpenDXL, a distributed platform that embraces the principles of the *API-economy* \[[@CR10], [@CR17]\]. In this context applications are services built by composing APIs and made available through the publication of their own APIs. In fact, the APIs of OpenDXL are paramount for enabling the openness of the platform, its growth in terms of services (currently the platform offers hundreds of different services), and its trustworthiness. The overall goal of OpenDXL is to provide a shared platform for the distributed coordination of security-related operations. A key aspect of the platform is to foster public APIs available to stakeholders for the provision or consumption of cyber-security services.

A well-known issue in API-based development is that APIs interoperability heavily depends on the (quality of) documentation: "An API is useless unless you document it" \[[@CR29]\]. Proper documentation of APIs is still a problem. The current practice is to provide informal or semi-formal documentation that makes it difficult to validate software obtained by API composition, to establish their properties, and to maintain and evolve applications \[[@CR2]\]. The OpenDXL platform is no exception. The APIs of the platform is mostly described in plain English.

We advocate a more systematic approach that, turning informal documentation of APIs in precise models, enables the application of formal methods to develop and analysis services. We focus on *threat intelligence exchange* (TIE) \[[@CR23]\], one of the OpenDXL APIs for the coordination of activities such as assessment of security-related digital documents or reaction to indicators flagging suspicious behaviour or data. The API of TIE is part of OpenDXL and it has been designed to enable the coordination of distributed security-related activities. More precisely, TIE APIs support the management of crucial cyber-security information about assets (digital or not) of medium-size to big organisations.

Components for TIE developed by third-party stakeholders sometimes exhibit unexpected behaviour due to the ambiguity of the documentation of communication protocols. In fact, TIE relies on an event-notification communication infrastructure to cope with the high number of components and the volume of the communication. This asynchronous communication mechanism requires the realisation of a specific communication protocol (an application-level protocol) for the various components of the architecture to properly coordinate with each other. To address these issues, we propose a more rigorous approach to the development and documentation of the APIs. We adopt a recent behavioural type system \[[@CR5]\] to give a precise model of some TIE services. Besides the resolution of ambiguities in the API documentation, our model enables some static and run-time verification of TIE services. We will discuss how these models could be used to check that the communication pattern of components is the expected one. Also, we will show how our behavioural types can be used to automatically verify logs of executions that may flag occurrences of unexpected behaviour.

*Summary of the Contributions.* Our overall contribution is a methodology for the design, rigorous documentation, and analysis message-passing applications. We firstly introduce our methodology and describe the model-transformations it entails. An original aspect of our approach is the combination of two models conceived to tackle different facets of message-passing applications. More precisely we rely on *global choreographies* (g-choreographies, for short; see e.g., \[[@CR13], [@CR32]\] and references therein) to specify the communication pattern of a message-passing system and on *klaimographies* \[[@CR5]\] to capture the data-flow and the execution model of our application domain.

We aim to show how a model-driven approach can be conducive of a fruitful collaboration between academics and practitioners. We draw some considerations about this in Sect. [6](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}. Our approach consists of the following steps: Device a graphical model *G* representing the coordination among the components of the application; for this we use *global choreographies* (cf. Sect. [2.1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}).Transform *G* into behavioural types formalising the protocol into a behavioural type ![](495623_1_En_7_Figa_HTML.gif){#d30e547} representing the global behaviour of the application; for this we use *klaimographies* (cf. Sect. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}).Transform ![](495623_1_En_7_Figb_HTML.gif){#d30e562} into specifications of each component of the application; for this we project ![](495623_1_En_7_Figc_HTML.gif){#d30e565} on *local types* (cf. Sect. [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}).Transform the local types into state machines from which to derive monitors to check for possible deviations from expected behaviour and verify implementations of components (cf. Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}).

Although, g-choreographies are crucial to settle a common ground between academics and practitioners, they do not capture the data-flow and the execution model of OpenDXL. To cope with this drawback we formalise TIE with *klaimographies*, a data-driven model of choreographies.

*Structure of the Paper.* An overview of the TIE and an informal account of our behavioural types system is given in Sect. [2.1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} (we refer the reader to \[[@CR5]\] for the full details). The behavioural types of TIE are reported in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}; there we clarify that our model falls in the setting of "top-down" choreographic approaches. This amounts to say that we first give global specification that formally captures the main aspects of the communication protocol of all TIE from a holistic point of view. Then, in Sect. [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} we discuss how to automatically derive (by *projection*) the local behaviour of each component of TIE. We consider a few real scenarios in Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} and draw some conclusions in Sect. [6](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

We survey the two main ingredients of this paper, OpenDXL and klaimographies. We focus on the part of OpenDXL relevant to our case study and only give an informal account of klaimographies (see \[[@CR5]\] for details).

An Informal Account of OpenDXL {#Sec3}
------------------------------

The Open Data Exchange Layer (OpenDXL, <https://www.opendxl.com/>) is an open-source initiative aiming to support the exchange of timely and accurate cyber-security information in order to foster the dynamic adaptation of interconnected services to security threats. OpenDXL is part of the McAfee Security Innovation Initiative \[[@CR22]\], a consortium of about hundred ICT companies including HP, IBM, and Panasonic.

A main goal of OpenDXL is to provide a shared platform to enable the distributed coordination of security-related operations. This goal is supported by the *threat intelligence exchange* (TIE) reputation APIs \[[@CR23]\] designed to enable the coordination of activities involvingthe assessment of the security threats of an environment (configuration files, certificates, unsigned or unknown files, etc.);the prioritisation of analysis steps (focusing on malicious or unknown files);the customisation of security queries based on reputation-based data (such as product or company names);the reaction to suspicious indicators.

A key aspect of OpenDXL lays in its service-oriented nature. Providers use the APIs to offer various services such as reporting services, firewalls, security analytics, etc. Consumers of these APIs (typically companies or large institutions) can either use existing services, or combine them to develop their own functionalities. The basic communication infrastructure features an event-notification architecture whereby participants subscribe to topics of interests to generate events or query services. Such topics are also used to broadcast security information of general interest. The main components of OpenDXL are clients (), servers (), and brokers (). The latter mediate interactions among clients and servers in order to guarantee service availability. Brokers interact with each other to dynamically assign servers to clients when default servers are unavailable.Fig. 1.Documenting TIE \[[@CR23]\]

The high-level workflow of the TIE APIs is specified by the sequence diagram in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} (borrowed from \[[@CR23]\]). Together with other informal documentation, the diagram guides the implementation of new components or the composition of services available in the platform. For instance, the documentation describing how clients can set the reputation of a file specifies that a client "must have permission to send messages to the /mcafee/service/tie/reputation/set topic".

Data-Driven Global Types {#Sec4}
------------------------

Unlike "standard" behavioural types, klaimographies model data flows in a communication model not based on point-to-point interactions. Interactions in a klaimography happen through *tuple spaces* in the style of Linda-like languages \[[@CR12]\]. Instead of relying on primitives for sending and receiving messages over a channel, here there are primitives for inserting a tuple on a tuple space, for reading (without consuming) a tuple from a tuple space, or for retrieving a tuple from a tuple space. We call these interactions data-driven, as the coordination is based on (the type of) the exchanged tuples and the *roles* played by components. In fact, the communication model uses pattern matching to establish when a message from a sender may be accessed by a receiver. Crucially, klaimographies also feature *multi-roles*, namely roles that may be enacted by an arbitrary number of instances. Let us discuss these points with a simple example:

The klaimography specifies the communication protocol between (arbitrarily many) clients and (arbitrarily many) servers . More precisely, each client makes a request to a server by inserting a tuple consisting of a boolean and an integer at the tuple space , as indicated by the prefix . A server consumes the request and generates a response to be consumed by a client, as specified by . Remarkably, does not prescribe that the particular client and server involved in the first interaction are also the ones involved in the second interaction; above establishes instead that every client starts by producing a tuple to be consumed by a server and then consumes a tuple generated by a server (also stipulates that servers behave dually). As a consequence, the participants in cannot correlate messages in different interactions. This can be achieved by using binders, e.g.,

The first interaction in introduces a new name for the integer value exchanged in the first message. The use of in the second interaction constraints the instances of and to share a tuple whose integer expression matches the integer shared in the first interaction. Consequently, the two messages in the protocol are correlated by the integer values in the two messages.

Tuple spaces may simulate other communication paradigms such as multicast or event-notification. For instance, a tuple space can be thought of as a topic; messages can be produced, read and consumed only by those roles that know such topic. Binders can also be used to ensure the creation of new topics. Consider the klaimography below:

is similar to but for the fact that each client communicates to the server a new tuple space known only to the particular client and server that communicate in the first interaction; the second interaction takes place by producing and consuming messages on such new tuple space.

Broadcast can be achieved by producing persistent messages, e.g.,

where states that servers insert their responses at locality . The absence of round brackets around the tuple expresses that such tuple is read-only (i.e., they cannot be removed from the tuple space); the absence of a receiver expresses that any role can read the tuple; consequently, the generated tuple can be read by any role "knowing" the locality .

Additionally, klaimographies provide operators for sequential composition ( ![](495623_1_En_7_Figh_HTML.gif){#d30e831} ), choices ( ![](495623_1_En_7_Figi_HTML.gif){#d30e834} ) and recursion (), illustrated in the following section.

Klaimographies for OpenDXL {#Sec5}
==========================

The first problem we had to face in the modelling of the protocol was to find a common ground between academic and industrial partners. This is important in order to have enough confidence that the produced formalisation faithfully represent the protocol. To attain this we gave a first approximation of the protocol as the g-choreography in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} which we now describe. A client ![](495623_1_En_7_Figj_HTML.gif){#d30e849} and a server ![](495623_1_En_7_Figk_HTML.gif){#d30e852} engage in a protocol where ![](495623_1_En_7_Figl_HTML.gif){#d30e855} may (repeatedly) either (i) send ![](495623_1_En_7_Figm_HTML.gif){#d30e858} meta-data regarding some file ![](495623_1_En_7_Fign_HTML.gif){#d30e862} or (ii) request the analysis of a file ![](495623_1_En_7_Figo_HTML.gif){#d30e865} . A server ![](495623_1_En_7_Figp_HTML.gif){#d30e868} reacts to a request from a client in four possible ways depending on the information ![](495623_1_En_7_Figq_HTML.gif){#d30e871} may need to further acquire from the requesting client. In the protocol these alternatives are encoded with a message ![](495623_1_En_7_Figr_HTML.gif){#d30e874} where ![](495623_1_En_7_Figs_HTML.gif){#d30e877} and ![](495623_1_En_7_Figt_HTML.gif){#d30e881} are two boolean flags; the first boolean is set to true when the server needs meta-data related to the file ![](495623_1_En_7_Figu_HTML.gif){#d30e884} while ![](495623_1_En_7_Figv_HTML.gif){#d30e887} is set to true if more context information about the file is necessary. The client reacts to this request from the sever as appropriate. For instance, if ![](495623_1_En_7_Figw_HTML.gif){#d30e890} receives the message ![](495623_1_En_7_Figx_HTML.gif){#d30e893} then it has to send both meta-data and context information, while only the latter are sent if ![](495623_1_En_7_Figy_HTML.gif){#d30e896} is received. Before iterating back, the server may publish a new report[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}; this is modelled by the activity ![](495623_1_En_7_Figaa_HTML.gif){#d30e907} which we leave unspecified. This activity consists of a possible emission of a new report about file ![](495623_1_En_7_Figab_HTML.gif){#d30e910} that the server ![](495623_1_En_7_Figac_HTML.gif){#d30e913} may decide to multi-cast to clients (not just to clients currently engaging with the server).

We remark that the g-choreography in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} represents the interactions between clients and servers and has been introduced as a first step in the formalisation of the protocol to pave the way for its algebraic definition as klaimographies. Firstly, a graphical representation played a central rôle when validating protocol interactions with industrial partners. Secondly, the graph was used as a blueprint for the formalisation. Hence, we invite the reader to follow such graph as the formal definitions unroll.

In the OpenDXL platform several clients and servers may interact by exchanging messages. The interaction in TIE is always triggered by a client which, as seen in Sect. [2.1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, iteratively decides to either send some metadata on a file or request for the reputation of a specific file. This can be defined as followswhere ![](495623_1_En_7_Figad_HTML.gif){#d30e932} is the recursive type to express iterative behaviour; it indicates that role ![](495623_1_En_7_Figae_HTML.gif){#d30e935} is the one controlling the iteration. Namely, ![](495623_1_En_7_Figaf_HTML.gif){#d30e938} decides whether to repeat the execution of the body ![](495623_1_En_7_Figag_HTML.gif){#d30e942} or to end it. The sequential composition ![](495623_1_En_7_Figah_HTML.gif){#d30e945} is just syntax to express that, after the execution of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figai_HTML.gif){#d30e948} , the iteration restarts.

**Notation.** *We write* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\_ \ \triangleq \ \_$$\end{document}$ *as "macros" so that occurrences of the left-hand side of the equation are verbatim replaced for its right-hand side.*

The body of the iteration in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), defined asspecifies that each iteration consists of a choice between ![](495623_1_En_7_Figaj_HTML.gif){#d30e979} and ![](495623_1_En_7_Figak_HTML.gif){#d30e982} followed by ![](495623_1_En_7_Figal_HTML.gif){#d30e985} :The branch ![](495623_1_En_7_Figam_HTML.gif){#d30e993} accounts for the case in which a client sends new metadata to a server.The branch ![](495623_1_En_7_Figan_HTML.gif){#d30e999} describes the interaction for the case in which the client sends a reputation request.The continuation ![](495623_1_En_7_Figao_HTML.gif){#d30e1005} describes the decision of the server of emitting a reputation report. Fig. 2.A g-choreography for TIE APIs

**Notation.** *In accordance with the previous notation,* ![](495623_1_En_7_Figap_HTML.gif){#d30e1027} *and* ![](495623_1_En_7_Figaq_HTML.gif){#d30e1033} *above are just meta-identifiers for the same syntactic identifier across equations.*

Let ![](495623_1_En_7_Figar_HTML.gif){#d30e1042} be a globally known location representing the public name on which a client sends requests to a server. The branches of the body are defined as:In both cases the first interaction takes place on the tuple space ![](495623_1_En_7_Figas_HTML.gif){#d30e1051} .

In ![](495623_1_En_7_Figat_HTML.gif){#d30e1056} , the client simply sends a tuple ![](495623_1_En_7_Figau_HTML.gif){#d30e1059} made of three fields. The first field has sort ![](495623_1_En_7_Figav_HTML.gif){#d30e1062} which is a tag for messages carrying metadata. The second field is a *named* sort ![](495623_1_En_7_Figaw_HTML.gif){#d30e1068} , where (i) the sort ![](495623_1_En_7_Figax_HTML.gif){#d30e1072} (after digest) types values that are hash codes of files and (ii) the identifier ![](495623_1_En_7_Figay_HTML.gif){#d30e1075} is introduced to establish the correlation that will be used in the following interactions. This mechanism enables the tracking of data dependencies among interactions. Finally, the third field is another named sort ![](495623_1_En_7_Figaz_HTML.gif){#d30e1078} ; basically, the client communicates also the name ![](495623_1_En_7_Figba_HTML.gif){#d30e1081} of a new tuple space, to be used in the subsequent communications. For instance, the continuation typedescribes the behaviour of a server that decides whether to emit a new report about the received metadata or not. Type ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbb_HTML.gif){#d30e1088} consists of a non-deterministic choice between a branch ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbc_HTML.gif){#d30e1092} and the empty type ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbd_HTML.gif){#d30e1095} . The former specifies that the server publishes a new report for the file by emitting a (persistent) tuple of type ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbe_HTML.gif){#d30e1098} on a publicly known[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} tuple space ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbf_HTML.gif){#d30e1105} . Note that the use of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbg_HTML.gif){#d30e1108} constraints the new report produced by server ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbh_HTML.gif){#d30e1112} to be related to a file digest communicated earlier to ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbi_HTML.gif){#d30e1115} .

The interaction prefixes ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbj_HTML.gif){#d30e1120} are quite different than the prefix ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbk_HTML.gif){#d30e1123} . This is a remarkable peculiarity of klaimographies that is quite useful to model TIE. Firstly, the former kind of prefix describes an interaction between two roles: clients are supposed to produce messages of some sort for servers. Instead, the behavioural type ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbl_HTML.gif){#d30e1126} only prescribes the expected communication from a single role, the server. This allows *any* role to access the tuple types generated by this kind of prefixes.

Another important aspect is the other syntactic difference: the messages in round brackets are produced to be consumed, while the ones not surrounded by brackets are persistent and can only be read; moreover, the message can be read by any role able to access the tuple space ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbm_HTML.gif){#d30e1134} . For instance, requests of clients are eventually handled by a server, while any role can read, but not remove, reports.

Let us now return to the comment on the other branch in ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). In the klaimography ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbn_HTML.gif){#d30e1143} , a client sends a request for the reputation of a file by sending a message whose tag is of type ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbo_HTML.gif){#d30e1146} . In that message, the client sends the digest ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbp_HTML.gif){#d30e1149} that identifies the file and, analogously to ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbq_HTML.gif){#d30e1152} , a fresh locality ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbr_HTML.gif){#d30e1156} ; the correlation ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbs_HTML.gif){#d30e1159} and the locality ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbt_HTML.gif){#d30e1162} are used in the subsequent interactions, which are described by ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbu_HTML.gif){#d30e1165} below.This klaimography corresponds to the inner-most choice of the graph in Sect. [2.1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}; it prescribes the possible responses that the server may send to the client. We start commenting on the last branch. If the server does not require further information, it simply informs the client that the interaction for that request concludes. The remaining branches of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbv_HTML.gif){#d30e1176} model the cases in which the server requests both the metadata and the file (first branch), just the metadata (second branch) or just the file (third branch). When both metadata and file are requested, then the protocol continues as followsAnd, when the server asks for either the metadata or the file, thenwhich is in accordance with the g-choreography in Sect. [2.1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}.

Projections {#Sec6}
===========

As commonplace in choreographic approaches, the description of the expected behaviour of each participant in a protocol can be obtained by *projection*. In our case, this is an operation that takes a klaimography and a role and generates a description, dubbed *local* type, of the flow of messages sent and received by that participant. Local types are meant to give an abstract specification of the processes implementing the roles of the klaimography. We write the projection of a klaimography ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbw_HTML.gif){#d30e1201} for the role ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbx_HTML.gif){#d30e1204} as ![](495623_1_En_7_Figby_HTML.gif){#d30e1207} . Note that the projection operation is completely automatic; given a klaimography the behaviour of each component is algorithmically derived. We omit here the formal definition of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figbz_HTML.gif){#d30e1211} , which can be found at \[[@CR5]\], and illustrate its application to ![](495623_1_En_7_Figca_HTML.gif){#d30e1217} in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

We consider ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcb_HTML.gif){#d30e1225} first. The projection operation is defined by induction on the syntax of the klaimography; hence we focus on the constituent parts of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcc_HTML.gif){#d30e1228} . Consider the branch ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcd_HTML.gif){#d30e1231} , which is defined in ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) as the interaction ![](495623_1_En_7_Figce_HTML.gif){#d30e1237} . The projection of this interaction on the client role just consists of the behaviour that generates a message of type ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcf_HTML.gif){#d30e1241} on the locality ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcg_HTML.gif){#d30e1244} ; formally, this is written

Note (a) the use of the round brackets to represent message consumption, and (b) the projection is oblivious of the intended receiver (the server). In fact, the behavioural type system of klaimographies ensures that if the actual components abide by the klaimographies given in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, then only components enacting the role of the server will access those kind of tuples.

The projection for ![](495623_1_En_7_Figci_HTML.gif){#d30e1258} (and all its constituents) is analogous:

Observe that the projection for ![](495623_1_En_7_Figck_HTML.gif){#d30e1267} is a choice in which ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcl_HTML.gif){#d30e1270} expects (and consumes) one of the four possible messages produced by the server at locality ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcm_HTML.gif){#d30e1273} .

Finally, the projection of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcn_HTML.gif){#d30e1278} is

Differently from the projection of interactions in which the client consumes the messages, the first branch of the above projection just reads the message at the locality ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcp_HTML.gif){#d30e1287} . Note the difference between ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcq_HTML.gif){#d30e1290} (consumption) and ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcr_HTML.gif){#d30e1293} (read), which reflects the usage of round bracket discussed in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}.

Projection works homomorphically on choices and sequential composition, hence the projection of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcs_HTML.gif){#d30e1301} in ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) we have

We now give the projection of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcu_HTML.gif){#d30e1313} , which is a recursive klaimography. Then,The projection of a recursive klaimography is also a recursive local type. However, the projection introduces auxiliary interactions to coordinate the execution of the loop. Since ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcv_HTML.gif){#d30e1322} is the role that coordinates the recursion in ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcw_HTML.gif){#d30e1325} , in the projection ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcx_HTML.gif){#d30e1328} starts its body by communicating its decision to terminate or to continue. Namely, the body of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcy_HTML.gif){#d30e1332} has two branches, ![](495623_1_En_7_Figcz_HTML.gif){#d30e1335} communicates the termination of the recursion, while the other starting with ![](495623_1_En_7_Figda_HTML.gif){#d30e1338} iterates (and distributes a fresh localities for the next iteration).

Note that recursive variables *X* in the local types are parameterised variables ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdb_HTML.gif){#d30e1346} and ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdc_HTML.gif){#d30e1349} . In general, a klaimography ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdd_HTML.gif){#d30e1352} is projected as a recursive local type ![](495623_1_En_7_Figde_HTML.gif){#d30e1355} where the formal parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{x}$$\end{document}$ stand for the locations used for coordination and ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdf_HTML.gif){#d30e1365} are the initial values, in this case, ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdg_HTML.gif){#d30e1368} . The projection for the behaviour of the server is obtained analogously.

Types at Work {#Sec7}
=============

Like data types, behavioural types can be regarded as specifications of the intended behaviour of a system. As such they can check that the components implementing the protocol abide by their specifications. Customarily, approaches to behavioural types focus on static enforcement \[[@CR9], [@CR15], [@CR16]\], i.e., the source code implementing a role is type-checked against its local type and the soundness of the type checking algorithm ensures that well-typed code behaves as prescribed by its type. Also the dynamic enforcement of protocols based on local types has been addressed in the literature \[[@CR3], [@CR11], [@CR27]\]. In most cases, monitors dynamically check that the messages exchanged by the components comply with the protocol. Deviations from the expected behaviour are singled out and offending components are blamed.

In this work we explore the usage of local types for the off-line monitoring of role implementations. In particular, we use projections to check that the different implementations of the multirole ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdh_HTML.gif){#d30e1397} in TIE follow the protocol. We take advantage of the fact that the communication infrastructure of TIE keeps a log with the communication messages generated by the different roles.Fig. 3.A simplified snippet of a real (anonymised) log

In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} we show an anonymised (and simplified) version of a few entries of a real log. Each entry corresponds to an interaction between a client and a server and it consists of a record of comma-separated fields which we now describe:the first field is a global timestamp used to order the entries chronologically;the second field is the *locality*, which is encoded by a three-digits number;the third and fourth fields are the identity of the *sender* and of the *receiver* respectively (for obvious reasons, the real identities have been obfuscated; Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} uses symbolic names clientA, server1, etc.);the remaining fields are the payloads of the message, which varies depending on the type of the message.

The type of each message is identified by a tag: Req, MD, and File have analogous meaning to the ones used in the specification of the protocol in Sects. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} and [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. The sorts such as ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdi_HTML.gif){#d30e1465} used in our specification are rendered in the implementation with a payload consisting of three parts: the tag Res and two binary digits; used to encode the subscript (with 1 representing true and 0 representing false); for instance, the subscript ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdj_HTML.gif){#d30e1484} above is encoded as the pair 1, 0. We use $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt{file}_i$$\end{document}$ to represent the different digests transmitted over the messages.

The first entry in the log of Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} is generated by the interaction

executed by ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdl_HTML.gif){#d30e1510} , where the instance clientA of the role ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdm_HTML.gif){#d30e1516} sends to the instance server1 of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdn_HTML.gif){#d30e1522} a request for a reputation report about the file file1. The second entry in the log corresponds to the selection of the branch

in ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdp_HTML.gif){#d30e1535} in which the server asks the client for the metadata of the file; the messages in which the client sends the metadata can be seen in the third line of the log. Obviously, the interactions among different instances need not to be consecutive, as it is the case for the entries at locality 340 which are on the lines 4, 5 and 7. Observe also that the last entry in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} has broadcast as its receiver. This message corresponds to the publication of a reputation report by the server, which is defined in ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdq_HTML.gif){#d30e1557} as ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdr_HTML.gif){#d30e1560} .Fig. 4.as UML diagram (textual representation) Fig. 5.as UML diagram (graphical representation)

We have implemented in Python an off-line monitor that takes a log and a local type in input and checks whether the log faithfully follows behaviour described by the local type. Local types are turned into a textual representation of finite state automata that can be depicted as UML state machines. For instance, the local type ![](495623_1_En_7_Figds_HTML.gif){#d30e1594} is defined as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, which can be graphically represented as shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}.

These representations are obtained by "massaging" the projections defined in Sect. [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. The main difference between the UML representation and the local type (besides the obvious syntactic changes) is that the former does not contain the messages for coordinating the recursion in ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) (i.e., ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdt_HTML.gif){#d30e1611} and ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdu_HTML.gif){#d30e1614} ); those have been omitted because not explicitly exchanged by the components. As a consequence, we assume that the client continues the loop if it keeps sending messages and it finishes silently otherwise. Another simplification for the sake of the presentation is the omission of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdv_HTML.gif){#d30e1617} , essentially because the observable behaviour of the client is unaffected if it reads or not a report. In fact, the log is not informative enough to discriminate on the choice made by the client.

Once such simplifications are in place, ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) can be easily matched with the graphical representation in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The state S0 represents ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdw_HTML.gif){#d30e1631} . The self-loop stands for the selection of the branch ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdx_HTML.gif){#d30e1634} , i.e., the client sends a message containing metadata, and then restart the loop. The transition from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt{S1}$$\end{document}$ represents instead the choice of the branch ![](495623_1_En_7_Figdy_HTML.gif){#d30e1650} , i.e., the client request of a reputation report. The remaining states are in one-to-one correspondence with the following projections defined in the previous section: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt{S4}$$\end{document}$ for ![](495623_1_En_7_Figec_HTML.gif){#d30e1687} . All the transitions are decorated with the associated messages sent or received by a client. Note also that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathtt{S4}$$\end{document}$ have transitions to the state S0 meaning that execution of the body the is completed and that the body can be restarted.

With this implementation we have detected a few deviations from the expected behaviour. In particular, some clients exhibit the following violations:files are sent for analysis without a prior request,requests for further information from the server are not honoured.

The first violation is detected by the presence of an entry of the log with a message tagged ![](495623_1_En_7_Figed_HTML.gif){#d30e1725} without a previous message from the server with tag ![](495623_1_En_7_Figee_HTML.gif){#d30e1728} or ![](495623_1_En_7_Figef_HTML.gif){#d30e1731} . The second violation is due to the absence of an entry related to a given hash used by the server for asking further information.

Our implementation can also check other properties. For example, TIE clients should guarantee a so-called "time-window" property which requires that""a request for the analysis of the same file from a client must not happen before a given amount of time elapsed from the previous request from the client for the same file.""This property (as well as others) can be checked by monitor derived from the local types as done in the examples above.

Conclusions, Related and Future Work {#Sec8}
====================================

*Summary.* We reported on a collaboration between industrial and academic partners which applied formal methods to address a key problem affecting APIs-based software. More precisely, the problem that informal specifications of the behaviour of services may lead to errors in message-passing applications. For instance, third-party clients of TIE services exhibit anomalous when interacting with the services developed at McAfee. To overcome this problem, TIE services are engineered with a rather defensive approach to anticipate anomalous interactions. Unintended behaviours are reported to third-parties after a "post-mortem" analysis of execution logs.

We devised a model-driven approach to model and validate message-passing software. We applied the methodology in the context of the OpenDXL platform, an initiative of a consortium of industries conceived for the development of cyber-security functionalities. The platform provides an API to allow developers to access and combine the functionalities of a service-oriented architecture. In this context we applied the methodology to the *threat intelligence exchange* (TIE) service provided by McAfee Cordoba for the assessment of security threats, prioritisation of analysis steps, reputation-based data queries.

*Related Work.* The use of behavioural types for the specification and analysis of message-passing application is widespread (see \[[@CR16]\] for a survey). Semantics of behavioural types (operational or denotational) abstract the behaviour of systems and enables the use of formal methods and tools to check their properties.

Our proposal hinges on a form of choreographies in the vein of global type systems \[[@CR15]\], which formally capture the design of WSCDL \[[@CR18]\]. In fact, the specification of a global view is the starting step of our methodology and the use of a projection operation to (automatically) derive local views is a paramount step in the model-transformation chain described in Sect. [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}. The literature offers several variants of choreographic models \[[@CR4], [@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR14], [@CR30], [@CR32]\] (to mention but a few). A common treat of those models is that they are grounded on point-to-point communication in traditional settings (such as the use of the actor model \[[@CR1]\] or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi $$\end{document}$-calculus \[[@CR25], [@CR26], [@CR31]\]). A distinguished feature of OpenDXL is that it relies on event-notification mechanisms. This is the main motivation for the adoption of *klaimographies* \[[@CR5]\]. In fact, unlike other choreographic approaches, klaimographies advocate a peculiar interpretation of interactions. More precisely, interactions ![](495623_1_En_7_Figeg_HTML.gif){#d30e1814} are generally interpreted as "*an instance* of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figeh_HTML.gif){#d30e1821} and *an instance* of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figei_HTML.gif){#d30e1827} exchange message ![](495623_1_En_7_Figej_HTML.gif){#d30e1830} ". The interpretation of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figek_HTML.gif){#d30e1833} drastically changes in klaimographies and becomes "*any instance* of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figel_HTML.gif){#d30e1840} generates the message ![](495623_1_En_7_Figem_HTML.gif){#d30e1843} expected to be handled by *any instance* of ![](495623_1_En_7_Figen_HTML.gif){#d30e1849} ". This interpretation is the cornerstone for a faithful modelling of OpenDXL.

*Lesson Learned.* Although we are at an early stage of the collaboration, we can draw some conclusions.

A first point worth remarking is about the **effectiveness** of our methodology. On the one hand, the academic partners were oblivious of several current practices (such as the continuous defensive patching TIE servers). On the other hand, the industrial partners acquired some notions about behavioural specifications during the participation of a school \[[@CR24]\] organised by the academic partners as well as presented the OpenDXL platforms at the school. The methodology was applied immediately after the school and the bulk of modelling and analysis of TIE was concluded in about 3-persons month. In the chain of model transformations of our methodology, steps ([1](#Par8){ref-type=""}) and ([4](#Par11){ref-type=""}) were paramount for practitioners to apply this methodology: the use of visual, intuitive, yet formal models enabled a fruitful collaboration among stakeholders. In fact, g-choreographies were key to tune up the model and to identify the main aspects of the intended communication protocol as well as to ease the collaboration between practitioners and academics. Basically, g-choreographies gave a first intuitive presentation capturing the essential interactions of TIE. This has been instrumental for an effectual collaboration. Once the g-choreography expressing the intended behaviour has been identified, the academic partners have devised the klaimographies formalising the expected behaviour. The identification of the corresponding klaimographies allowed us to automatically derive local specifications (step (iii)) and use them as precise blue-prints of components as well as to automatically derive monitors (step (iv)). Remarkably, the transformation from local types to state machines was suggested by our industrial partners who saw it as a more streamlined way of sharing the specifications among practitioners (including those outside McAfee). At this stage we do not have data to measure the impact of the enhanced documentation on the quality of the software produced.

This experience also highlights the importance of **non-deterministic abstractions** and of **visual tools** in practice. We argue that these elements are paramount for collaborations that could be beneficial to both academics and practitioners. In fact, behavioural types (as many formal methods) may not be easy for practitioners to handle. To tackle this issue we opted for models offering a visual and intuitive presentations of the formal models used in the specifications. The specification in terms of g-choreographies and klaimographies was attained in few days of man-power involving academics and practitioners. This hints that our model-driven methodology can significantly reduce the steepness of the learning curve that formal methods often require.

The problem of informal behavioural specification is ubiquitous in API-based software. The approach we followed aimed at some **generality**: instead of devising ad-hoc formal methods for the OpenDXL case study, we decided to apply existing frameworks. In fact, both g-choreographies and klaimographies had been developed before and independently of this collaboration. The methodology proposed here assumes only that components communicate through generative coordination mechanisms \[[@CR12]\]. As noted by one of the reviewers, "tuple-semantics are well-suited not only for this use case but for the modern age of IoT, where event-based middlewares are becoming the norm."

A final note on the connection with other formal methods. Behavioural specifications offer also support to "bottom-up" engineering (see, e.g., \[[@CR19], [@CR21]\]). This would require to infer the behaviour to analyse from logs and, as noted by another reviewer, one could spare "to model the whole behaviour \[\...\] and focus on specific components." We concur that our methodology can be complemented by such technique (and this is indeed one of the goals within the BehAPI project). Also, one may wonder if the methodology can be combined with model checking. This is indeed the case since our models feature operation semantics amenable to be model checked. A drawback of model checking is that practitioners would find it hard to express the properties to check. Instead the top-down approach allowed them to express such conditions in terms of state machines.

*Future Work.* Global graphs have been key to facilitate the collaboration between academics and industrial partners for the former can use g-choreographies precisely (since they come with a precise semantics) and the latter can use the visual and intuitive presentation of g-choreographies. It is in the scope of future work to use the formal framework of g-choreographies. In fact, we can use g-choreographies to verify liveness properties of the communication protocols, or to generate executable template code to be refined by practitioners. We plan to extend ![](495623_1_En_7_Figeo_HTML.gif){#d30e1898} \[[@CR20]\], a tool based on g-choreographies, to support the methodology. For instance, projection operations from global to local views are a key feature of our choreographic framework. Here, we have manually given klaimographies and their projections. This can be automatised by algorithmically transforming g-choreographies into klaimographies. Another possibility is to exploit ![](495623_1_En_7_Figep_HTML.gif){#d30e1904} to generate code; for instance, ![](495623_1_En_7_Figeq_HTML.gif){#d30e1907} can map g-choreographies to (executable) Erlang code. These sort of functionalities are highly appealing to industrial stakeholders due (a) to the "correct-by-construction" principle they support and (b) to the fact that each release of TIE services requires the realisation of in-house clients for many different languages and platforms. For instance, OpenDXL needs to develop several version of each component for different execution environments. Also, TIE clients have to be implemented in different programming languages or for operating systems; this could be done by devising each software component by projection from a global view. Having tools that generate template code for implementing the communication protocol of each component would speed up the development process and reduce the time of testing (which would not need to focus on communications which would be correct-by-construction). In order to attain this, it could be useful to "dress up" g-choreographies with existing industrial standards that practitioners may find more familiar (and may be more appealing). An interesting candidate for this endeavour is BPMN \[[@CR28]\] since its coordination mechanisms are very close to those of g-choreographies. In fact, BPMN is becoming popular in industry and it has recently gained the attention of the scientific community which is proposing formal semantics of its constructs. For instance, the formal semantics in \[[@CR7]\] could be conducive of a formal mapping from BPMN to g-choreographies or global types. In this way practitioners may specify global views within a context without spoiling the rigour of our methodology.

For simplicity in this paper we abstracted away from some aspects of TIE. The extension of our approach to the complete protocol is not conceptually complex, but it is scope for future work. This will include the analysis to further properties expected of TIE components and that can be checked from the logs. Following our methodology, we plan to devise monitors for the run-time verification of those properties as well.

A final remark is about other advantages of behavioural types that we can exploit in the future. For instance, one goal is to device tools for checking the compliance of components to the TIE protocol. This can be achieved by type-checking components against their projections.

The server is actually multi-threaded and could issue new reports about files other than ![](495623_1_En_7_Figz_HTML.gif){#d30e903} at any time; for simplicity, we do not model this aspect.

Here we simplify the actual implementation where the topic used to publish the report is related to the file used in the request.
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